Abstract: This article explores ideas of suburban masculinity in "My Dog Stupid" (1986), a comic novella by the critically neglected novelist and screenwriter John Fante. Placing the text within the context of the twentiethcentury suburban "canon", I argue that Fante complicates and critiques the dystopian image of American suburbia that has dominated both fictional and sociological representations of this environment over the past seventy years.
While such mass-produced Levittown suburbs undoubtably exist, Mumford's totalising vision of white middle-class suburbia ignores what Kruse and Sugrue identify as the 'army of pink and blue collar suburbanites whose working class world of modest houses, apartments, and trailer parks was central to suburbia, but nonetheless remained on the periphery of suburban historiography [and the] real presence of racial minorities in the suburban environment.' 23 Only relatively recently has scholarship begun to engage fully with the diversity of the suburbs both in terms of class and race; as Andrew Wiese suggests, 'historians have done a better job excluding African Americans from the suburbs than even white suburbanites'. 24 Studies like Rosalyn Baxandall and Elizabeth Ewen's Picture Windows (2000) , which offers a cultural history of the suburbs through interviews with actual suburban residents on Long Island work to counter the intellectual snobbery that dismisses the suburbs as homogenous, culturally barren non-places, 'where no-one lives but everyone consumes', home to, in HL Mencken's memorable coinage, the booboisie. 25 Instead, the suburbs emerge as a site of: 'community activism and political battles, women changing their lives due to the liberation movement, struggles over integration in schools and housing, and even suburban race riots'. 26 Similarly interrogating the myth of suburban sameness, Becky Nicolaides' My Blue Heaven offers an account of a specific working class suburb (South Gate in Los Angeles) in order to examine the ways in which white residents, 'in their quest for the postwar suburban dream [defended] their standard of living against outside threats -the most ominous and dramatic of these being the civil rights movement.' 27 Nicolaides offers a complex social history of the conservative ideology of self-help underlying the racially exclusionary zoning, community policing and educational segregation policies which were used to aggressively defend white suburban privilege.
Although these more recent studies show American suburbia to be a diverse and "Oh, hell, I was a little wise guy with a big mouth. I was showing off a lot of erudition I didn't have. I was-" "You were not! How can you talk that way? Frank, has it gotten so bad that you've lost all your belief in yourself?"
Well, no; he had to admit it hadn't gotten quite that bad. Besides, he was afraid he could detect a note of honest doubt in her voice -a faint suggestion that it might be possible to persuade her he had been a little wise guy, after all -and this was distressing.
68
Here, Frank's willing and immediate retreat from his honest admission that he was full of bluster, serves to bolster April's dwindling vision of him as 'exceptional', despite the fact he is in fact much more comfortable with his unremarkable suburban existence than he would ever be "finding himself" in Paris. 69 Such moments progress from being comic to becoming increasingly uncomfortable, with the couple's continued mutual dishonesty -always narrated at a remove -culminating in the tragedy of April's self-inflicted death. In "My Dog Stupid", on the other hand, similar instances of self-delusion are undercut by Henry's first person voice which is characterized by a wry, self-effacing wit, which works to undermine any sense of superiority to his environment. Thanks for forcing him into a world of war and hate and bigotry. Thanks for marching him off to schools that taught him cheating, lying, prejudice and cruelty. Thanks for saddling him with a god he never believed in, and the only true church, all others be damned.
95
Specifically exemplifying the 'war and hate and bigotry' is the Vietnam conflict into which Jamie is conscripted but Denny escapes. The drafting system is portrayed as overtly unjust as Denny buys his way out with a crooked doctor while Jamie, who loses his student deferment by leaving college to volunteer at an under-funded children's clinic, is conscripted.
Henry's malaise is once again put into perspective when he accompanies Jamie to his meeting with the drafting board:
Stepping into the Selective Service office was like stepping into a Dostoyevsky novel. A chill of bureaucracy went right into your bones and the machinery of government began devouring you at once. A dozen youths, mostly long-haired, stood before little windows along a partition, talking to clerks…The harsh light brought out their features, emphasizing every stubble and pimple on their chin.
96
The passage registers a 'chill', a moral repulsion from the impersonal Dosteyevskian administration and the visible youth of those being recruited. Aside from the obvious risk of death and physical injury, the psychological damage of the conflict, which the 'machinery of government' is inflicting upon those young enough to still have pimples, has already been 92 Fante, "My Dog Stupid"…, 17. 93 
